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Everything you wanted to know about
phonics (but were afraid to ask)
t is difficult to talk about phonics. Regie Routman
(1996) used to say that "Phonics is a lot like sex.
Everyone is doing it behind closed doors, but no
one is talking about it" (p. 91). This has changed.

word out that many of us ignore phonics in the teaching
of reading. It just isn't so. Some of us may not be doing

as good a job as we need to be doing, but I don't know a
knowledgeable teacher who doesn't teach phonics. (1996,
p. 91)

People are talking about it, mostly in confusion about
how to do it (phonics, that is). This is true in the media Results of a recent U.S. national survey of elementary
(e.g., Collins, 1997; Levine, 1994) as well as among
school teachers indicated that 99% of K-2 teachers considteachers we talk to. In California, a bellwether state in
er phonics instruction to be essential (67%) or important
education, a new report from the California Task Force

on Reading (California Department of Education, 1995)

(32%) (Baumann, Hoffman, Moon, & Duffy-Hester, 1998).

recommended that "every school and district must orga-

nize and implement a comprehensive and balanced
reading program that is research-based and combines

Beliefs and phonics
A lot of people are talking about phonics but in

skill development with literature and language-rich activ-different ways. How people talk about phonics depends
ities," and asserted that "the heart of a powerful reading on their belief systems about reading in general.
program is the relationship between explicit, systematic Different people have different beliefs about how readskills instruction and literature, language and compreing should be defined (DeFord, 1985; Stahl, 1997), which
hension. While skills alone are insufficient to develop might affect how they think about phonics instruction.

good readers, no reader can become proficient withoutSome people believe that if one can recognize all of the
those foundational skills" (p. 3).
words in a text quickly and accurately, one will be able

There is a consensus of belief that good reading in- to understand and appreciate that text. Therefore, the
struction includes some attention to decoding. Whole lan-primary task in teaching reading for people who hold
guage advocates such as Church (1996) and Routman this belief is to teach students how to recognize words
(1996) devoted chapters of their recent books to teaching (e.g., Gough & Hillinger, 1980). Others believe that read-

phonics, and Goodman (1993) wrote a book devoted en-ing should begin with interpretations of whole texts, and
tirely to phonics. These whole language advocates argued
that phonics should be used only to support the reader's
that whole language teachers should be teaching phonics
need to get meaning from text (e.g., Goodman, 1993). It
and that decoding instruction had always been part of

whole language teaching. To quote Routman again:

is not difficult to see how these different belief systems
might lead to different forms of phonics instruction.

The whole language movement helped to change
It would be irresponsible and inexcusable not to teach
phonics. Yet the media are having a field day getting the the way we talk about phonics. This movement explod-
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ed onto the educational scene, rapidly changing
basic
principles
are applicable in many primary-grade classbeliefs about education (Pearson, 1989) and basal
rooms.readNext, we will discuss approaches to teaching
ing programs (Hoffman et al., 1994), as well
as views
on we will draw some tentative concluphonics.
Finally,
reading and reading instruction, and focusing
on
ofintegrated language arts program that
sions
onuses
how an
written language for communication and onincludes
individual
phonics instruction may look in first-grade
responses to literature and exposition (e.g.,classrooms.
Goodman,
1986). Whole language advocates generally include
phonics (or graphophonemics) as one of the cuing sys-

Understanding phonics instruction

tems used in identifying words. Their model of reading
is partially based on Goodman (1976) who suggested
When evaluating phonics instruction, we can rely

that readers use three cuing systems-graphophonemic,
on a research base going back to the 1920s for some
syntactic, and semantic-to identify words as
empirical
they enprinciples, but we also need to rely on some
counter them in meaningful text.
common sense. Research tells us that an early and sysGoodman based his model on his work with miscue
tematic emphasis on teaching children to decode words
leads to better achievement than a later or more haphazanalysis (e.g., Goodman & Goodman, 1977), or the analysis of oral reading miscues that readers make during readard approach (Adams, 1990; Chall, 1989, 1996). Further,
ing. Whole language teachers have advocated teachingbeing able to decode words is necessary for children to
children about letter-sound correspondences, but only as
become independent word learners and thus be able to
develop as readers without teacher assistance (Share,
an aid to a child's ongoing process ofgetting meaning
from a text orproducing a text, and only as needed. In 1995). This much seems clear. But such instruction can
occur in a variety of settings, including traditional classes
some instructional programs based on the whole lanand whole language classes (Church, 1994; Dahl &
guage philosophy, the teacher does not teach from a preFreppon, 1995; Mills et al., 1992). What is important is
determined scope and sequence but instead gives
children the information they need to understand texts. that phonics instruction is done well. Research (and

common sense) suggest the following principles of good
Although the issue should never have been whole
phonics instruction.
language versus phonics but instead issues of how best
to teach children to decode, the polarizing rhetoric used
by some on the whole language movement seems to Good phonics instruction should develop the
have convinced people that whole language and phonalphabetic principle
The key to learning to decode words is the princiics are opposed to each other (McKenna, Stahl, &
ple
that
letters can represent sounds. Many languages
Reinking, 1994; Moorman, Blanton, & McLaughlin, 1994).
Many teachers adopting a whole language philosophysuch as Chinese use logographs, or stylized pictures, to
represent meanings. Others use symbols to represent
perceived that they should never teach words in isolation, should provide phonics instruction only when stu-whole syllables. English, like many other languages, uses
dents demonstrate the need for this instruction, and

letters to represent individual sounds in words. Although
should never use unauthentic literature, such as books
English is not entirely regular-that is, there is not alchosen for spelling patterns, in instruction. Although ways a one-to-one correspondence between letters and
sounds-understanding that letters do have a relationthese rules are often violated by knowledgeable whole
ship with the sounds in words is a hallmark of successful
language teachers (see McIntyre & Pressley, 1996; Mills,
beginning readers (Adams, 1990).
O'Keefe, & Stephens, 1992; Pressley, Rankin, & Yakoi,
At its most basic level, the alphabetic principle is
1996), they were nonetheless somehow communicated
the notion that letters in words may stand for specific
to many others.
These (mis)perceptions of whole language teach-sounds. Initially, children developing this principle uning resulted in confusion for many whole language derstand that words have initial sounds. As this awareteachers. Further, when some teachers (or their adminisness develops, children learn more about letters and
trators) perceived a need for phonics instruction, they sounds, analyzing each word fully, and including more
complex orthographic elements such as consonant
added on a program unrelated to their regular, literatureblends (bl, st, nd), consonant digraphs (th, sh, ch, and
based program. These Frankenclasses were stitched together, with neither part of the curriculum informing the
wh), vowel digraphs (ea, oa, oo), diphthongs (aw, au,
other. Such a curriculum may be no more desirable than
ou, ow), and phonograms (ight and ough).
One can observe children's growth in knowledge
the omission of phonics instruction.
In this article, we will review basic principles un- of the alphabetic principle through both their reading
derlying word learning and phonics instruction. These and invented spelling. Ehri (1992) described children's
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However,three
children in this stage may not always use congrowth in accurate word reading as going through
ventional spellings.
stages. At first, children use a visual cue to recognize

words. Cues can be simple, such as the two eyes in look,
Good phonics
or more complex. This is a pre-alphabetic stage
(Ehri,instruction should develop phonological
awareness
1995), since children are not using letters and
sounds
but are instead using the look of each word.
The key to the development of the a
As children develop phonological awareness,
ciple,they
word recognition, and invented
begin to use some partial sound information in
the
logical
awareness. Phonological awaren
word, such as an initial or final sound (see most
Stahl &
important concepts to arise out of
Murray, 1998). Ehri (1995) called this stage of
phonetic
cue in reading (Stanovich, 199
research
reading. In this stage, a child might substitute
a word
awareness
is the awareness of sounds i
that begins with the same letter, such as bird
for
bear, are spoken, most sounds can
As
words
when reading words in text or in lists.
themselves. For example, the spoken w
As children learn more words, phoneticcontinuous
cue readsound and is not pronounc

ing becomes less efficient, and children analyze
the
Children
ordinarily concentrate on the m
not think
word more deeply. In the cipher or full alphabetic
stage of the sounds in the word. Bu
(Ehri, 1995), children use all the letters and sounds.
At
represent
sounds, a child must learn to

this stage, children's reading can still be labored,
relying
having
both meaning and sound in ord
on sounding out or other, less efficient strategies.
With
the alphabetic
principle (Stahl & Murra
greater practice, children will develop automatic As
word
children grow in their recognitio
recognition so that they do not have to think
about nonalphabetic
the
from
to phonetic cues t
words in a text and can concentrate fully on reading,
the mean- and as they grow in their inven
ing of the text (Chall, 1996; Ehri, 1995).
prealphabetic to early phonemic to lette
Another way of observing children's growth
of the
sitional
spelling, they are also growing i
alphabetic principle is to look at their invented
spellings.
analyze
spoken words. In the beginnin
Children go through a similar set of stages in
howto
they
able
analyze the initial sound in word

invent spellings for words (see Bear & Barone,
1989;
sound
can be perceived easily when th
Gillet & Temple, 1990; Zutell & Rasinski, 1989).
(see Initially,
Stahl & Murray, 1994; 1998). As th
a child may spell a word by drawing a picture
orthe
scribof
word, often by stretching a wor
bling something that looks like writing (Harste,
&
ableBurke,
to include
more letters in their wor
Woodward, 1982). As children learn that words
letand need
spelling.
They also develop a sense
ters, they may use random letters to represent
a word. (Byrne & Fielding-Barnsley, 199
identity
Gillet and Temple (1990) called this the prephonemic
or an understanding that the /s/ in sun
as theonly
/s/ in bus.
stage. At this point, the writers themselves sound
are the
ones who can read what they have written.
Many tasks have been used to teach children to beAs children begin to think about sounds come
in words,
aware of sounds in spoken words. Among these
their spelling may represent only one sound tasks
in aare:
word,
usually an initial sound, and occasionally a final
sound.
* Rhyming, either by recognizing rhymes or rhyme proSometimes they represent a word with a single letter,
duction, or

pair of letters, but often they represent a word *with
the matching tasks, which involve having a
Word-to-word
correct initial letter followed by some random letters.
Forwhether a series of words begins or
child determine
example, one child in our reading clinic wrote fish
ends with
the same, or which word in a group is the odd
outlet(e.g., determining which word does not bean initial f and continued by adding an additionalman
six
in aof
group of words such as man, move, and pit),
ters, stating that "words that begin with fhave along
lot
* Sound-to-word matching tasks, which involve having a
letters in them."
child determine whether a particular sound can be
As children analyze words further, they go to a letfound in a word (e.g., determining whether there is an
ter name stage, where they use the names of letters to
/m/ in man),
represent sounds. Here they represent at least all of the
* Initial (orfinal) sounds, in which the child gives the
consonants in a word, often not using vowels. For examfirst (or last) sound in a spoken word (e.g., the first
ple, they might spell girl as GRL or ten as TN. Gillet and
sound in fish),
Temple (1990) called the next stage transitional. In this
* Segmentation, which involves breaking a word up into
stage, children use vowels, and the words they write resounds, a very difficult task for children to do orally.

semble the actual word, like DRAGUN for dragon.

This task usually requires some sort of concrete aid such
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as Elkonin boxes (Clay, 1993; Elkonin, 1973)isor
boxes
dependent
on children's thorough familiarity with let
set up like this (I I ) in which a child putsters.
a counter
They should not have to think, for example, that t

or letter in the box when he or she hears a new sound

in a word, wooden blocks (Calfee, Lindamood, &
Lindamood, 1973), or letters (Hohn & Ehri, 1983),

letter t is the one with the up and down line and the
cross thingy. Instead, children should recognize t imme-

diately. Adams (1990) suggested that children need to

* Blending, the flip side of segmentation, which involves
recognize the forms of the letters automatically, withou
putting spoken sounds together into a word (e.g., recconscious effort, to be able to recognize words fluently.
ognizing that /k/a/t/ is cat), and

There is some uncertainty about whether knowing
* Deletion and manipulation, in which a child is told to
the
names
of letters is absolutely necessary. On one
mentally remove a portion of a word to make another
hand,
children
can learn to recognize words without
word (e.g., the child is asked to say coat, and then to
knowing
the
names
of letters, and some reading prosay it again without the /k/). In more complex manipugrams do not require that children learn the names of t
lation tasks, children are asked to remove a phonemic
segment and put it elsewhere in the word to make aletters (Adams, 1990). On the other hand, knowing the
new word, or to perform other complex manipulations,
names of letters is one of the best predictors of success
such as in Pig Latin.
reading (Chall, 1996). Knowing the names of letters al

helps children talk about letters. All in all, it is preferab

A good phonics program should contain at least
to teach the names of letters, although children can beg
one of these tasks. Although phoneme awareness is ofto learn to read without knowing all the names of the le
ten conceived as manipulating spoken words, often this

ters. Thus, children should be reading and listening to
awareness is taught as an introduction to teaching letter
connected texts before they know, and as they are learn
sounds. Thus, a program that begins by having a child
ing, the names of all of the letters of the alphabet.
listen to a word and say the first sound as a way of inChildren often learn the names of letters first
troducing a letter sound is giving some attention to
through an alphabet song. As many parents can attest,
phoneme awareness, but probably not enough to help a
memorizing the song often leads to confusion, most nochild with difficulty in this area.
tably the notion that there is a letter called "elemenope."
There are other ways of developing phoneme But nearly all children recover from that confusion and
awareness that should be part of a beginning readingeventually learn to identify the letters individually. Some
program. One way is to read alphabet books to children.
programs begin with the alphabet song and teach the letWe found that 4-year-old children who were read one
ters in order. Other programs begin with letters with easialphabet book per day significantly improved in their ly pronounced sounds such as m, n, and s and proceed

awareness of phonemes (Murray, Stahl, & Ivey, 1996).
to teach the consonants, then the vowels. We know of

To understand why b is for bear, for example, the child
no research to determine the best order for introducing
needs to understand that the first sound of bear is /b/
letters. When teaching the alphabet, a good phonics pro(Yaden, Smolkin, & MacGillivray, 1993). This undergram will make sure that children can identify both capistanding is the beginning of phonological awareness.
tal and lowercase letters individually, in any order.

Another way to develop this awareness is to encourage children to use invented spellings, because children need to think about sounds in words and usually

Good phonics instruction should not teach rules, need
not use worksheets, should not dominate instruction, and

do some form of segmentation in order to invent a

does not have to be boring

spelling. Tangel and Blachman (1992) found that phonemic awareness training increased children's growth in in-

vented spelling. It would make equal sense that practice
in invented spelling would similarly increase phonological awareness.

There are a number of misconceptions about
phonics instruction. Although traditional phonics instruction did teach rules, used worksheets, and was, frankly,
often boring, it does not have to be.

Clymer (1963, reprinted 1996) reviewed commonly
How much attention to phoneme awareness istaught phonics rules and compared them to the words

necessary depends on the child. A child with a history
ofprimary children were likely to encounter in their
that
reading problems may need a variety of activities and
reading. He found that commonly taught rules were
many repetitions. Other children may not need as much.
rarely applicable to any more than 75% of the words
children encounter in their reading. For example, the
Good phonics instruction should provide a thorough rule when two vowels go walking, the first one does the
grounding in the letters
talking, is applicable to about 45% of words children enThe other part of learning letter-sound relationships
counter. The rule applies for the words boat, fail and
is learning the forms of letters. Efficient word recognition
meet, but does not apply for does, would, or bread. The
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lack of applicability does not mean that teachers
gagement
should
and interest in direct instruction less
never state a rule. Often a rule is useful for Osborn,
clarifying
& the
Pearson, 1994). A survey of exempl
aspect of the word that is under study. But it
ry-grade
does mean
teachers found that these teachers wer
that students should not be required to memorize
effective
rules,
in teaching decoding and also maint
nor should a teacher give students words and
have
levels
of them
class engagement (Pressley et al., 199
tell which phonics rule applies. Further, aspoint
Adams
(1990)
is that
phonics instruction need not be bo
pointed out, vowel sounds are more consistent
in if the instruction is kept brisk, to the
pecially
does
not take an excessive amount of time eac
phonograms. This research suggests that vowels
might
be taught through phonograms, at least as part of an effective phonics program.
Good phonics instruction provides sufficient pr
What seems to work in phonics instruction
is direct
reading
words
teacher instruction, not practice on worksheets. There
Two obare three types of practice that migh
servational studies by Haynes and Jenkins vided
(1986)in
and
a phonics program-reading words in
Leinhardt, Zigmond, and Cooley (1981) found
reading
that words
the
in stories (i.e., expository and nar
amount of time students spent on worksheets
texts),
did not
andrewriting words. The ultimate purpose
instruction
is for children to learn to read words.
late to gains in reading achievement. This ics
may
be beMany
researchers
cause completing worksheets takes students'
time
away (see Adams, 1990, for a review) confrom reading stories or content material, and
because
in- identify words by using spelling patclude
that people
terns. These
structional aspects of worksheets are often poorly
de- patterns are learned through continued
signed (Osborn, 1984). What appeared to be
practice
mostin reading words containing those patterns. In
relevant was time spent reading connected text
addition, all successful phonics programs provide a great
(Leinhardt et al., 1981).
deal of practice in reading words containing the letterIn the 1970s and 1980s, much instructional
time
sound
relationships that are taught. Therefore, the pracwas devoted to having students complete workbooks.
tice given in reading
A
words is extremely important.
typical lesson might consist of a teacher providing
Reading
a brief
words in isolation. Phonics programs difintroduction to a skill, what Durkin (1978/1979)
fer incalled
how much practice they provide in reading words
mentioning, followed by student practice using
in isolation.
work- Some programs will provide only two or
sheets. In a typical lesson there was not onlythree
a phonics
words as examples of each letter-sound relationskill taught, but another phonics skill reviewed,
ship. a
Others
com-will provide 50 or more examples. Although
we do worknot know what is an optimal number of examprehension skill taught or reviewed, and another
sheet used to review the story. At that time, ples,
one the
of more
the practice that children have in reading
authors was working for a school district as words
an observer
with various patterns, such as silent e or short o
pattern
the better they will be at reading words
of reading instruction and noted that only 40%
of words,
the
time allocated for reading instruction was used
readwithfor
those
patterns. It is important for children to look at
in isolation
ing connected text. The additional 60% waswords
spent
on do- at times so that they can examine the
patterns
in words without the distractions of context. (Of
ing worksheets or supplemental work, such as
Weekly
Reader. Gambrell, Wilson, and Gantt (1981)
observed
course,
such practice should be minimal and never
should
dominate
that average readers spent about 6 minutes per
day
read- instruction.) Good phonics instruction
might contain
a moderate amount of word practice in
ing connected text. Children with reading problems
spent
isolation,
enough to get children to recognize words auconsiderably less, about 1 minute per day on
average.
tomatically
Currently, children spend considerably more
timebut not enough to drive them to boredom.
Reading words in stories. It is important that chilreading connected texts. This is as it should be. Effective
dren of
readclasswords in stories or short pieces of expository
phonics instruction should not take a great deal
text. The
purpose of reading is comprehension. Reading
room time. Programs such as those of Eldredge
and
Butterfield (1986; Eldredge, 1995) and the Benchmark
words in stories may allow children to apply their phonto tasks that allow for comprehension of
School Word Identification program (Gaskinsics
etknowledge
al.,
1988; Gaskins, Ehri, Cress, O'Hara, & Donnelly,
a message as well as to sounding out words. One study
that
children who read stories with a high per1996/1997) are designed to be taught in nofound
more
than
15-20 minutes per day.
centage of words that contained letter-sound correspondences
Brisk lessons, such as those of Eldredge
andthat they were taught had significantly higher
Butterfield (1986) and Gaskins et al. (1988,word
1996/1997),
recognition than children who read texts that did
not eye
contain
need not be boring. Of course, boring is in the
of words that matched their phonics lessons
(Juel &
1985). Our informal analyses of
the beholder, but we have observed high rates
ofRoper/Schneider,
en-
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phoneme
awareness and letter-sound knowledge (Bear
texts suggest that many texts do not match what
is being
& Barone,
1989; Stahl & Murray, 1998). One study found
taught. We suggest that children read at least some
texts
that having children write using invented spelling greatly
that contain a high percentage of words with patterns
taught in phonics lessons.

improved their phonics knowledge and other word

recognition
These texts may be contrived, such as Nat the
Rat, skills (Clarke, 1989).
As children develop letter-sound knowledge, teachbut need not be. There are interesting texts that contain
erscan
should
a reasonable percentage of regular words that
beexpect greater control of conventional spelling,
at leastthe
in final drafts. Invented spelling, as discussed
used to reinforce phonics instruction. For example,
has its
greatest effect on children's phoneme
classic books Angus and the Cat (Flack, 1931)above,
or The
Cat
in the Hat (Seuss, 1957) could be used to reinforce
the
awareness
and knowledge of letter-sound corresponToo often teachers have let children continue inshort a sound. (Trachtenburg, 1990, has a listdences.
of books

spellings beyond the point where the practice is
that contain high percentages of various vowel venting
patterns.)
These texts should not be all that children read.
Instead,
useful
to fulfill these instructional goals. The result is that
we recommend that children read a mixture of books
some children do not learn to spell conventionally, and
the practice of invented spelling in the early grades,
containing a high percentage of taught patterns and
books ranging more widely in vocabulary. One study where it is particularly useful, has come under attack.
found that having children read widely seemed to enGood phonics instruction leads to automatic word
hance the performance of a successful phonics-oriented
beginning reading program (Meyer, 1983).
recognition
Therefore, teachers should have stories for children
In order to read books, children need to be able to
to read in which they can practice using phonics knowlread words quickly and automatically. If a child stumbles
edge in reading for comprehension. Stories (and otherover or has to decode slowly too many words, compreprose) should be comprehensible, that is, they shouldhension will suffer (Samuels, Schermer, & Reinking,
not just be a series of unrelated sentences, although 1992). Although we want children to have a strategy for
these stories do not have to be elaborate (and cannot be
decoding words they do not know, we also want chilin the beginning of instruction). These stories should be
dren to recognize many words automatically and be able
to read them in context.
discussed for comprehension, as part of the reading lesson, so that the child will remember that the purpose of
The practice activities discussed above--reading
reading is getting meaning. We recommend that children
words in isolation, reading words in stories, and practicread these stories as well as other material at an appro- ing words through writing-are intended to teach chilpriate, instructional level.
dren to recognize the large numbers of words that have
Writing words. Practice in writing words is usually
a regular pattern. Children learn to read automatically
of two types-either writing words from dictation or using through the reading of stories (Fleisher, Jenkins, & Pany,
1979/1980; Rasinski, 1991; Samuels et al., 1992).
invented spellings. Both of these approaches have their
place in beginning reading instruction, and both are valuSometimes this practice can use repeated reading or the
able ways of practicing letter-sound correspondences.
reading of the same story over and over until the child is
Dictation is used in many successful phonics proable to read it fluently (Herman, 1985; Samuels et al.,
1992; Stahl, Heubach, & Cramond, 1997). At other times,
grams. In these programs, after a letter-sound correspondence is taught, children practice that correspondence
it may involve applying phonics lessons to reading
by writing words from dictation. For example, for the
books that contain taught letters. It is, however, imporshort a sound, children may write words such as pat,
tant to see phonics instruction not as an end but as a
hand, and cap. This seems to be a reasonably useful
means to help children read words automatically.
practice, one that could be easily added to any program
that does not provide for it.
Good phonics instruction is one part of reading
instruction
Invented spelling is more controversial. Invented
spelling refers to the practice of having children invent
It is necessary to remember that phonics instruction
their own spellings in their writings, using what they
is only one part of a total reading program. Reading inknow about letters and sounds. At the early stages of
struction has many different goals. We want children to
learning to read, a teacher encouraging students to use
enjoy reading and be motivated to read. We want chilinvented spellings need not correct these spellings, as
dren to comprehend what they read. We want children
invented spelling allows children to focus on their
to be able to recognize words quickly and automatically.
developing knowledge of letters and sounds. This devel- We know that children do not enjoy reading if they canopment seems to mirror a child's development in both
not comprehend or if they have to struggle sounding out
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Analytic phonics
approaches
each and every word. Therefore, we want children
to
Analytic
approaches
begin with a word that a ch
have a good background in letter-sound corresponalready
knows
and
breaks
this word down into its c
dences and be able to apply this knowledge to recognizponent
parts.
For
example,
a
teacher might begin an an
ing words quickly and automatically. But at the same
alytic
phonics
lesson
by
writing
the word bed on the
time, children will not enjoy reading if the only reading
board
and
saying
something
like
"the sound in the mid
they do is sounding out words. Good reading instruction
dle
of
the
word
bed
makes
an
/e/
sound, which we
contains a balance of activities around these different
the short e." The teacher might then say some other
goals. For enjoyment, children should be able to choose
words aloud, such as hen, met, bat, run, and rest, a
at least some of the books that they read (Morrow &
ask students to raise their hands if the middle sound of
Tracey, 1998; Turner, 1995) and should be read aloud to
from a variety of books from different genres (Feitelson,

the word was a short e sound. This instruction might be

followed by having students read a series of words on
Kita, & Goldstein, 1986). For comprehension, children
the board, each containing a short e sound, and then
should engage in discussions and questioning about the having students complete a worksheet or two. This anacontent of what they read. Although phonics instruction lytic approach might be typical of a basal reading lesson

is an extremely important part of beginning reading, it is in the 1970s. Such lessons tend to be confusing to folonly one part.
low, especially since they seem to have largely been
used as an introduction to the worksheets, rather than as

Specific approaches to phonics

lessons in themselves (Durkin, 1988).

Linguistic approaches. Another variety of phonics
instruction that might be called analytic is the so-called
method. This method is based on the theories
The conditions under which these principleslinguistic
can
of linguist Leonard Bloomfield (Bloomfield & Barnhart,
be met occur in a variety of reading programs. Reviews

instruction

1961) who reasoned that one cannot pronounce many of

of research in this area suggest that it is the emphasis on
the sounds that consonants make in isolation (that is, the
early and systematic phonics instruction that makes a
first sound of cat is not /kuh/ but the unpronounceable
program effective and that differences between ap/k/). Because children cannot sound words out, they

proaches are relatively small (Chall, 1996; Dahl &should learn words in patterns (such as cat, rat, and fat)
Freppon, 1995). In this section, we will discuss and
and reinduce the pronunciations of unknown words from

view phonics instruction, both traditional and contempoknown patterns.
rary, from a variety of instructional philosophies. What
The results of this method were easily lampooned
texts
such as: "Dan is a man. /Nat is a cat./ Nat is fat./
we call traditional approaches are approaches that
were

on a mat." Adams (1990) called linguistic texts
in vogue during the 1960s and 1970s but seem toNat
besat
revisual tongue-twisters, explaining that these texts made
turning as teachers grapple with how to teach phonics.
little
sense and were so loaded with similar words that
Contemporary phonics approaches are those that
have
they were a challenge for anyone, even a proficient
been used frequently in the past decade.

reader or a learner, to read aloud. Although texts like

these have gone on to well-deserved oblivion, we have
seen the demand for decodable texts (e.g., California
Research on traditional phonics approaches inDepartment of Education, 1995) lead to the use of some
cludes mammoth federally funded studies (Abt
poorly written texts. It is a challenge to write texts that
Associates, 1977; Bond & Dykstra, 1967; Dykstra, 1968),
are both decodable and coherent, but it can be done.
large-scale district evaluations (Kean, Summers, Raivetz,
& Farber, 1979), and reviews of research such as that of
Synthetic phonics approaches
Adams (1990) and Chall (1996). These reviews consistentThe other major division of traditional phonics aply find that early and systematic phonics instruction is
proaches are the synthetic phonics approaches. Such
more effective than later and less systematic instruction.
phonics approaches begin with teaching students indiThe differences in quality between phonics vidual
ap- letters or groups of letters and then showing stuproaches are small. Generally, reviews have found
a how to blend these letters together to form words.
dents
slight advantage for synthetic approaches over analytic
A synthetic phonics lesson may begin with the teacher
approaches (e.g., Chall, 1996), but these differences
may
writing
a letter on the board, such as a, and then saying,
be due not to differences in method but instead to differ"This is the letter a, and it makes the sound /a/." The
teacher might write a word containing that letter, such as
ences in coverage, practice, or other factors.

Traditional phonics approaches
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in thethe
lesson is spelling from dictation. The same words
rat, and pointing at the letters from left to right have
used
class blend the word together in unison. This might
be in reading are dictated, and the child is supposed to

write the sounds that he or she hears. If the child cannot
followed by some group instruction in reading words
spell
the word, the teacher stretches the word when prowith the short a, such as bat, ham, fan, and, and
ran.
it so that each sound can be heard individually,
Then the students might read a story containing a nouncing
high
and the child then writes those sounds down. In addipercentage of words with the short a sound.
tion, there are simple books containing words with the
When one of the authors reviewed supplemental
sounds that the child and teacher read for practice.
phonics programs (Osborn, Stahl, & Stein, 1997),taught
we
found many of the programs we reviewed for home or In spite of the longevity of use of the OrtonGillingham
supplemental use in schools were synthetic phonics
pro- approach, there is relatively little research on
There have been numerous case studies attesting to
grams. These supplemental programs are usuallyit.
locally
the approach's effectiveness, beginning with Monroe
produced and appear to be used only in certain regions
(1932). These case studies do not, however, meet the
of the U.S. Many are based on Orton-Gillingham princicriteria for rigorous qualitative research. Other studies of
ples but without the extensive training that such prothe Orton-Gillingham approach have not included congrams entail (Gillingham, 1956). In addition, Direct
groups (Ogden et al., 1989; Vickery, Reynolds, &
Instruction approaches seem to be undergoing a trol
resurCochran,
gence. These two synthetic phonics approaches will
be 1987). Without a control group, it is hard to tell
reviewed below.
whether the program worked better than any other.
Kline and Kline (1975) reported a clinical retroOrton-Gillingham approaches. Approaches based
spective, comparing the reading abilities of children who
on Orton-Gillingham methods begin with direct teaching
diagnosed as dyslexic in their clinic and given eiof individual letters paired with their sounds through were
a
ther Orton-Gillingham-based instruction or whatever inVAKT (i.e., visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile) procedure that involves tracing the letter while saying itsstruction was given in the child's school. They found
name and sound, blending letters together to read words
that nearly all of the Orton-Gillingham-trained subjects
made significant progress while only half of the schooland sentences, and finally reading short stories constructed to contain only taught sounds. Among those ap- treated subjects did. Again, since the study did not emproaches based on Orton and Gillingham's work are ploy
the typical controls, the differences could have related
Slingerland approach (Lovitt & DeMier, 1984), the
to reasons the different subjects got different treatments
Spaulding approach (Spaulding & Spaulding, 1962), or some other extraneous variables.
Recipe for Reading (Traub, 1977), and Alphabetic
Other studies have used single-subject designs,
Phonics (Ogden, Hindman, & Turner, 1989). There are
with replications. Lovitt and Hurlburt (1974) and Lovitt
differences among these approaches, largely in sequencand DeMier (1984) compared the Slingerland approach
ing or materials, but these approaches all have the generwith a linguistic approach that did not include direct inal characteristics discussed. Spelling the words from struction in letter-sound correspondences. They found
dictation is also part of an Orton-Gillingham lesson. Each
both approaches equally effective. Silberberg, Iversen,
letter sound is learned to mastery through repetition. and Goins (1973) found that a conventional phonics apMore advanced lessons involve teaching learners to blend
proach produced the strongest results, significantly
syllables together and read more complex texts. Teachers
greater than those from the Orton-Gillingham approach
are specially trained to use Orton-Gillingham methods.on 6 of the 10 measures employed.
An Orton-Gillingham lesson might begin with the
Given that the Orton-Gillingham approach and its
teacher showing the child a card with a letter such as m.
variations have been in use for more than 60 years, this is
The teacher might say, "This is the letter m, and it says
a disappointing amount of research. When Orton/m/." Then the teacher might take the child's finger and
Gillingham was compared to conventional instruction for
trace the letter, saying, "M (letter name), /m/ (sound)."
children with reading problems (Kline & Kline, 1975), it
This sequence is repeated until the child has mastered
seemed to be more effective. When compared to with
the letter and its sound. The child writes the letter in the
other approaches that were new to the student, the
Orton-Gillingham approach did not seem any more effecair and then on paper, while repeating its name and
sound. When a group of letters is mastered, the teacher
tive than any other approach. Given the small number of
presents some words containing those sounds. Each of
studies, however, it is difficult to draw any conclusions.
the sounds is identified sequentially. The teacher models
Direct instruction approaches. The Direct
blending the sounds together to make a word. This
Instruction approach of Englemann was first published
process is repeated, with the child increasingly being
under the name of Distar (Englemann & Bruner, 1969),
held responsible for blending the sounds together. Also
later Reading Mastery. The Distar approach is a synthetic
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phonics approach, based on a behavioral analysis
of deanalogy-based
approaches, and (c) embedded phon
coding (Kameenui, Simmons, Chard, & Dickson,approaches.
1997).
All of these approaches are usually de-

Students are taught letter sounds (not letter names,
at
scribed
in the literature as components of larger read
least in the beginning stages of the program) through
instruction programs. For example, spelling-based
highly structured instruction using cuing and reinforceapproaches are implemented in programs such as t
ment procedures derived from behavioral analysesMultimethod,
of inMultilevel Instruction Program (e.g.,
struction. The task of decoding is broken down into
its
Cunningham
& Hall, 1997), the Charlottesville Volu
component parts, and each of these parts is taught
careTutorial
or Book Buddies Project (e.g., Invernizzi, J
fully and deliberately (see Kameenui et al., 1997).
Rosemary, 1996/1997; Johnston, Juel, & Invernizzi, 1
Instruction proceeds from letter sounds to blending
and the Howard Street Tutoring Program (e.g., Morri
to reading words in context. Instruction is scripted,
withAnalogy-based approaches are one aspect of
1992).
the teacher using a flip book containing both the Benchmark
stimuli
Word Identification Program (e.g., Gaskin
for children's responses and a script of what the teacher
et al., 1996/1997), and embedded phonics approach
is to say. The lessons are fast-paced, with high student
are utilized in programs such as Reading Recovery
1993)
or in whole language classrooms (e.g., Dahl
involvement. The text for the first-year program is
written in a script that, although it preserves English Freppon,
spelling, 1995; Freppon & Headings, 1996). Thus, it
cues the reader to silent letters (by making the letters
rel- to consider the instructional context in wh
important

atively small) and different vowel sounds (placing
a contemporary phonics approaches often occu
these
macron over long vowels). Children practice in specially
constructed books containing taught sounds, although
Spelling-based approaches
children may be encouraged to read widely in children's
Three contemporary approaches to phonics in-

literature as well (e.g., Meyer, 1983).
struction, Word Study (e.g., Bear, Invernizzi, Templet
Early research with Distar found strong effects
& Johnston, 1996), Making Words (e.g., Cunningha
(Adams & Englemann, 1996), but in this research Direct
Cunningham, 1992; Cunningham & Hall, 1994), and
Meta-Phonics (Calfee, 1998; Calfee & Henry, 1996),
Instruction programs have been compared to programs
that differed from it on many dimensions. The major
study
based
on spelling principles.
of the effects of Distar is the study of Project Follow Word Study. In Word Study, students examine
Through classes (Abt Associates, 1977). This was words
a nationand word patterns through strategies such as s
ing,
in which students categorize words and pictures
al project, involving hundreds of classes. Distar was
the
only program that produced achievement in poor cording
studentsto their common orthographic features. Wor
that was near the national average. In this study, Study
and in instruction is based on students' developmen
many of the early studies, Distar was compared tolevels
ap- of orthographic knowledge and is an approac
teaching
proaches that had radically different goals than Distar
and phonics, vocabulary, spelling, and word re
nition. In Word Study, the teacher bases instruction o
did not stress phonics as strongly as it did.
Adams and Englemann (1996) performed a word
meta-features that students are writing but are confu
(e.g.,
Bear et al., 1996). For example, when a child
analysis on the effects of Direct Instruction (in areas
inrane for rain and makes similar errors in other aspec
cluding comprehension and mathematics) on student
of his or her writing, the teacher may begin instruct
achievement and found that Direct Instruction approachwith the child on long a word patterns.
es produced large effect sizes on achievement measures.
Although these results are impressive, they need to beWord Study is based on research on how ortho
graphic
knowledge develops (e.g., Templeton & Bea
viewed critically. First, both Adams and Englemann
are
associated with Reading Mastery, and their review1992)
has and is included in this section on contemporary
proaches to phonics instruction because of recent, pub
not been peer reviewed, so this is not an independent
review. Second, we have, in a cursory survey using
lished descriptions of Word Study in widely read text
ERIC, found a number of relevant studies not included
in
and journals.
For example, Word Study has been de

scribed
in teacher resources (e.g., Bear et al., 1996)
the Adams and Englemann review, including some
stud-

ies that did not find salutary effects for Distar in in
beginjournal articles (e.g., Barnes, 1989; Bloodgood, 19
ning reading. Thus, further research investigatingGill,
the 1992; Invernizzi, Abouzeid, & Gill, 1994; Inverniz
et al., 1996/1997; Morris, Ervin, & Conrad, 1996; Schla
success of Reading Mastery seems warranted.

& Schlagal, 1992; Templeton, 1989, 1991, 1992).

Contemporary phonics approaches

Much of the Word Study research is described in
the contexts in which this approach occurs. For exa
In this section, we discuss three contemporary

ple, (b)
Invernizzi et al. (1996/1997) described the use o
phonics approaches: (a) spelling-based approaches,
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Word Study in the Charlottesville Volunteer Tutorial
provingprostudents' word identification abilities as c
gram over a 3-year time period. In this program,
low- of the described traditional phonics appro
to some
achieving first- and second-grade students areHowever,
tutored in
both of these approaches seem to be eff
reading by trained community volunteers. During
theof overall approaches to teaching reading.
as part
third year of program implementation, tutored students'
Meta-phonics. In this approach, reading and
pre- to posttest gain scores increased statistically
signifispelling
are taught simultaneously through social

cantly on measures of alphabet knowledge, tion
phonemic
and group problem solving. Sounds are int
awareness, and word recognition, and 86% of
all stu-phonemic awareness instruction. This ins
through

dents read with 90% accuracy a benchmark first-grade
tion stresses articulation as a key to learning soun
level trade book during the third year of the (Calfee,
implemen1998; Calfee et al., 1973). Thus, /p/ /t/ an
tation of the tutoring program.
are popping sounds. Vowels are taught as glue lett

Additionally, Morris et al. (1996) provided
a case
After
these are established, students are given let
study of a sixth-grade student with severe reading
diffisounds
and asked to make a make a word, thro
culties in a university-based reading clinic. A reading
tuadding consonants
to vowels. Students begin wi
tor worked with this student once a week for consonant-vowel-consonant
2 years in a
words but progress
clinic tutoring program in which Word Study longer
was includwords such as discombobulate or sassafr
ed, and the student made 2 years' growth in reading
and
This
component has been embedded in a lar
spelling as measured by informal reading assessments.
program, Project READ (Calfee, 1998). Preliminary
The effectiveness of the Word Study approach to
suggest that the program has been successful in t

phonics instruction has been documented in conjunction
school settings. Students who have used this pr

with other aspects of teaching and supporting reading;
were at or above district or national averages in
for example, writing, reading of instructional level texts,
comprehension, fluency, word recognition, spe
and rereading independent texts. Thus, it is difficult to
writing. These evaluations were informal, without
document in an empirical sense the effects of word
control group, and also were conducted as part
study instruction per se, although this type of phonics
design of reading instruction, making it difficult
instruction seems to be effective as one component in
tain how important this component was to overal
reading interventions and programs.
achievement gains. This approach awaits a fulle
Making Words. In Making Words (e.g., Cunningham
controlled evaluation.
& Cunningham, 1992; Cunningham & Hall, 1994), students are given six to eight different letters on letter cards.
Analogy-based approaches
Then, the teacher calls out words with two, three, four,

In analogy-based approaches to phonics instruc-

and more letters that can be formed using the students'
tion, students learn how to decode words they do not
letters, with the teacher and students first making the
know by using words or word parts they do know. For
words and then sorting words based on their common
example, students learn that if they can read the words
spelling patterns or other orthographic features. At the
be, send, and table, they can compare and contrast these
end of this activity, the teacher challenges the students to
words
the
use all of their letters to make a big word. The big with
word
is word parts in the unknown word
de/pend/able
to help them decode this word. Decades
related to something the children are reading.
ago,
the
research
of Patricia Cunningham (e.g.,
Making Words is one component of the Working

Cunningham, 1975/1976, 1978, 1979, 1980) focused on
With Words block in the Multimethod, Multilevel

using
analogy-based
approaches to help students decode
Instruction Program (e.g., Cunningham & Hall,
1997).
As
unknown words.

was the case with Word Study, the effectiveness of this

Analogy-based
approaches are currently used as
approach to phonics instruction is described in the
con-

one instructional
component in the Benchmark Word
text of overall reading program effects. In a recent
deIdentification Program (e.g., Gaskins, Gaskins, &
scription of program results, Hall and Cunningham

Gaskins, 1991; 1992). Current versions of this decoding
(1996) documented that 85% of students in the

program
include phonics approaches other than analoMultimethod, Multilevel Instruction Program were
readapproaches (see Gaskins et al., 1996/1997),
ing at or above grade level by the end of theirgy-based
first-grade
such as level
teaching students ways to analyze all sounds in
year, and 94% of students were reading on grade
a word. In
the analogy-based phonics component, stuby the end of their second-grade year as measured
by
dents learn 120 key words with common phonogram
informal reading inventory data.
Objectively, it is not as easy to determine patterns
the sucand word parts. Five to six new words are introcess of Word Study and Making Words in isolation
in students
imduced to
every week, with the teacher provid-
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Embedded
phonics approaches
ing explicit instruction to students on how to
use these
key words to decode other words.

In embedded phonics approaches, phonics instruc-

tion support
occurs in the context of authentic reading and writing
There are three different types of research
The phonics instruction in Reading Recovery
for analogy-based approaches, all of which experiences.
suggest using
and First
in many
whole language classrooms are examples of
some caution in implementing those approaches.
are

embedded
to phonics instruction.
basic research studies. Goswami's work (1993,
1998) approaches
sug-

Phonics
gests that young children can use analogies before
they in Reading Recovery. Reading Recovery
(Clay,
1993) is a one-on-one tutorial program intended
can use other phonological information to read
words.
for the (1992),
lowest 20% of first-grade children in a school.
Bruck and Treiman (1992) and Ehri and Robbins

Although
however, found that children need to be able
to uselessons
pho- are based on daily individual diagnosis
of
children's
needs, there is a common lesson structure
netic cue reading, or initial letter-sound relationships, in
(Clay,
1993).
First,
lessons begin with a rereading of two
order to take advantage of analogies in reading. The difor more books of the student's choice. The purpose of
ferences between Goswami's work and Bruck and
Treiman's and Ehri and Robbins's studies lie in experi- this rereading is to develop fluency. Next, the student
rereads the book that was introduced the previous day.
mental design. (In Goswami's studies, the analogue word
The
is always available for the child; in the other studies, the teacher makes a running record of this reading and
addresses one or two teaching points immediately folchild has to rely on memory.) In practice, analogies
lowing the running record. Following the running
should be used after children can recognize initial sound
cues, which is how they are used in Cunningham's record, there is making and breaking with magnetic letters. Next, the child writes a sentence-length story with
(1995) and Gaskins et al.'s (1996/1997) approaches.
the help of the teacher. This help may include hearing
The second line of research on analogies comes
and recording sounds in words using Elkonin boxes
from directed studies. Haskell, Foorman, and Swank
(Elkonin, 1973). After that, the story is cut up and re(1992) and Sullivan, Okada, and Niedermeyer (1971)
assembled. Finally, the teacher introduces a new book,
found that an analogy approach and a synthetic apusing Clay's (1991) procedures, and the child attempts
proach performed equally well, and both were more efan independent first reading of the book.
fective than whole-word approaches. Fayne and Bryant
Lessons are based on Goodman's (1976) model,
(1981) found that a rime-based strategy was not as effecsuggesting that readers use three cuing systems to recogtive as teaching children initial bigrams (e.g., co-g).
nize words in context. Clay (1993) called these systems
These were short-term studies. White and Cunningham
visual, structural, and meaning cues. One study found
(1990), in a yearlong study, found that analogy training
that most of the children referred to Reading Recovery
produced statistically significant effects on measures of
needed work on the visual system (Center, Wheldall,
both word recognition and comprehension.
Freeman, Outhred, & McNaught, 1995), especially
Finally, analogy approaches are part of successful
phonological processes (Iversen & Tunmer, 1993).
reading programs, including the approach used at the
Within the lesson structure, the teacher has a number of
Benchmark School (Gaskins et al., 1988; see also
options to teach children to better use visual cues. The
Cunningham, 1995). The experience at Benchmark is individual
ilnature of a Reading Recovery lesson enables
lustrative of both the strengths and limits of an analogythe teacher to direct the child's attention to aspects of
based approach. The program began as a direct
words relevant to their development. Work with magnetadaptation of analogies with metacognitive strategy trainic letters, cut-up sentences, and carefully selected gradiing to help children transfer the use of analogy-based ent texts gently nudge the Reading Recovery student to
decoding in their reading (Gaskins et al., 1992). This the next level of visual sensitivity, balancing the child's
program seemed to be successful with many of the chilreading work through the utilization of and reliance on
dren with reading problems at Benchmark, but there multiple cuing systems. Thus, phonics instruction is wo"were a number of children who did not succeed. In an
ven throughout the lessons.
attempt to reach more children, the program was modiLetter sprees are activities that involve the direct
fied to include a more thorough analysis of the words teaching of letter names, learned to the point of autotaught as anchor words (Gaskins et al., 1996/1997), thus
maticity (Adams, 1990; Clay, 1993). In their writing, chilteaching more phonological information along with the dren use invented spellings to approximate words,
analogy words. Our conclusion is that analogies can be
a
although
the final product always is spelled conventionvery powerful teaching approach but need to be taught
ally. Also, teachers integrate work with Elkonin boxes
after a child has reached the phonetic cue level and ininto spelling work, having children use the boxes to reflect on each sound in a word.
conjunction with other decoding approaches.
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sitive to
the child's needs. Letter-sound instruction can
In making and breaking words, the teacher
uses

magnetic letters to give children practice in reading
phooccur as one
of the cuing systems that children use to

netically controlled words. This component recognize
has beenwords in reading (e.g., Weaver, 1994) and can
part of Reading Recovery from the beginning,
but
recentalso
occur
as part of writing instruction.

ly it has received more emphasis. Iversen and Tunmer
Whole language instruction varies considerably
(1993) found that they were able to help children
dis- to teacher and from class to class (Watson,
from teacher
continue the program earlier by adding a phonological
1989). It may resemble the instruction in the Reading
recoding component to the Reading Recovery
lesson.
Recovery
lessons described previously (although
Reading Recovery teachers can also choose
texts
Reading
Recovery is not a whole language approach; see
that reflect children's increasing mastery of phonics.
A
Church, 1996).
Some whole language teachers may proteacher might choose a text that requires the child
to organized
divide less
phonics instruction than occurs in
rect attention to particular visual features of Reading
words. If
a
Recovery.
An example of whole language phonchild is, for example, noticing initial-sound relationships,
ics instruction comes from first-grade teacher Linda

the teacher would choose a book in which the child

Headings's class:
must use these relationships to read the book successful-

I focus on using children's names a lot, especially in the
beginning months, because of the significance of names
in their lives. Names carry power in giving us identity,
for children's reading. As texts become less predictable and I can gather information by doing this, too. I can see
over the course of the lessons, teachers decrease the
who is unsure and who is not, who is trying to figure out
amount of scaffolding they provide, encouraging chilnot only his or her own name but also the names of othdren to use more visual features of words. The result of
ers. Over the next month, I use names to do language
play, poetry, games and songs, and to engage with envithese cumulative decisions, in text reading and through
ronmental print. That name immersion will be pulled
other aspects of the lessons, is that children advance in
back out and used when children have questions about
their word recognition abilities and phonological awareinvented spelling. "It starts like Bobby," I'll say. "Go find
ness (Stahl, Stahl, & McKenna, 1997).
his name tag and see what letter his name starts with." I
Reading Recovery has been cited by Adams (1990)
can use this with children who are poor risktakers or deas an excellent example of what good phonics instrucvelopmentally lagging. It also gives them the avenue to
tion can be. Although children do receive a great deal
monitor their own learning. I teach and guide, and the
of work with letters and sounds, the instruction is alchild acts on his [sic] own and completes the process by
ways integrated into the reading and writing of texts.
finding Bobby's name and writing the letter B. (Freppon
Teachers keep track of students' increasing mastery of
& Headings, 1996, p. 71. Reprinted by permission of
the visual cuing system in conjunction with the other
Christopher-Gordon Publishers.)
two systems. Children spend the majority of their lesson

ly. In the beginning Reading Recovery lessons, texts are
highly predictable, and the pattern provides a scaffold

time reading and writing connected text, with very little

The instruction is embedded within the classroom

framework, as names and name cards are used in a variety
time spent on phonics.
of
classroom activities. Also, the name instruction is exReading Recovery has been found to be effective,
tended
to other language activities, and the teacher strives
at least for the children in the program (Center et al.,
to
make
the student an independent learner by not giving
1995; Shanahan & Barr, 1995, Wasik & Slavin, 1993). In
the
child
an answer, but instead providing the child a strattheir conservative analysis, Center et al. (1995) found
egy
for
finding
the answer (e.g., "It starts like Bobby").
that Reading Recovery was able to accelerate the reading
In
the
accounts
of phonics instruction from the
progress of 35% of the children who would not, under

other programs, reach the level of their successful peers. projects of Dahl and Freppon (1995), Freppon and Dahl
Although there is some controversy about the cost effec- (1991), and Freppon and Headings (1996), who discuss
observations of the same first-grade teacher, and from
tiveness of Reading Recovery, the instruction given

the work of Mills et al. (1992), we are given no examseems to be highly effective. Reading Recovery has been
ples of first-grade whole language teachers who teach
adapted to programs in group settings, and these programs seem to be effective in increasing children's read- something other than consonants. The lesson above is
ing achievement as well (e.g., Fountas & Pinnell, 1996; typical of what is presented in illustrative vignettes within these studies. Of course, just because lessons involvHiebert, 1994; Taylor, Short, & Shearer, 1990).
ing
vowels or lessons involving the full examination of
Phonics in whole language classrooms. As we noted at the beginning of this article, whole language teach- words were not present in vignettes does not mean that
these teachers did not teach vowels. But it is still surprisers do teach phonics. However, this instruction is often

embedded in the context of teaching reading and is sen-ing that vowel lessons were not described, since one
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would expect that instruction in vowels occurs
especially
during in conjunction with schema theory (e.g.,
Anderson
& Pearson, 1984). Researchers in decodin
the first-grade year (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott,
&

Wilkinson, 1985).
rely on other psychological models, such as conne
ism (Adams, 1990) and behaviorist models (Carnin
The lack of phonics instruction beyond consonants
Silbert,
& Kameenui, 1990). Neither of these mode
may be indicative of whole language teachers'
reticence
plicitly views
learner as actively constructing in
to challenge their students. This may be symptomatic
of the
a
mation about
words.
general lack of challenge in many whole language
classOur observations of children show them very aces. One study found that children in whole language
tivelyas
trying
classrooms did not read as challenging materials
chil-to make sense of words, in both their writing and their reading. A child who makes two or three
attempts at a word in a text before coming up with one
lenge determined children's achievement at the end of

dren in traditional classes and that the amount of chal-

the year (Stahl, Suttles, & Pagnucco, 1996). Church (1994, that makes sense and accommodates the letter-sound relationships that he or she knows is actively constructing
1996), a whole language teacher in Nova Scotia, was also

word knowledge, as is the child who stretches out the
letters in the word camel and produces caml.
Viewing decoding through a constructivist lens may
programs based on the whole language philosophy may
be a whole language perspective (e.g., Weaver, 1994),
not encourage students to read more challenging texts
and may not expose children to the types of phonics in- but one need not adopt teaching techniques commonly
associated with the whole language philosophy if one
struction they need to improve as readers and writers.
takes this perspective. A constructivist perspective is consistent with any of the methods discussed in the second
Research on contemporary approaches to phonics
Although there are indications that the contempo- section of this paper. Constructivism is not synonymous
rary approaches discussed in this section were effective, with discovery learning, since children can be guided in
their constructions more or less explicitly. What constructhere is a notable lack of controlled research to validate
tivism implies is that the child is an active learner.
the effectiveness of these approaches. Part of the reason
What children construct is a network of informafor the lack of research is the newness of these aption about letters. They know, for example that t is more
proaches. Another possible reason is the general trend of
likely to be followed by r or h than by q or p, that ck
the field away from comparative research and toward
never starts a word, that q is nearly always followed by
descriptive research (McKenna et al., 1994). Although
u (with the exception of some Arabic and Chinese
descriptive research can give us insights, without some
words) (see Adams, 1990; Venezky, 1970). Much of this
sort of comparison it is difficult to tell whether these
information could be directly taught or learned from renew approaches are more effective than traditional appeated experiences with print. Children do differ in their
proaches. Such comparative research need not be a
need for guidance. Some children will learn much of
horse race in which different approaches are saddled up
what they need to know about words from exposure
to see which one produces the highest scores on a stan(e.g., Durkin, 1966), but most children need some exdardized achievement test. Instead, such comparisons
plicit support. This support might be provided in conmay include qualitative aspects, such as in Dahl and
text, as in the embedded phonics instruction approaches,
Freppon's (1995) study, and should be directed toward
through analogy- or spelling-based approaches, or
what each approach might be effective at rather than tothrough more direct instruction. It could be that some
ward choosing the most effective.
children with reading problems require more direct instruction (Carnine et al., 1990).
The notion that children construct knowledge about
Constructions of knowledge
words
may explain why the differences among programs
about words
are small. As long as one provides early and systematic
The principles discussed in the beginning of information
this
about the code (Chall, 1996), it may not matarticle all relate to a teacher guiding students' constructer very much how one does it. If each of the programs
tions of knowledge about words. From a constructivist
discussed previously provides similar amounts of coverperspective, learners are thought to be actively constructage with similar amounts of practice reading words in
ing knowledge through their interactions with the
world.
isolation
and in context, they might all have similar efThis, of course, includes interactions with teachers
and
fects.
From a constructivist perspective, children learn by
reading materials. Ordinarily, researchers have used
a upon information; if the information is similar, the
acting
learning should be as well. The principles discussed in
constructivist perspective to talk about comprehension,
concerned that whole language teachers do not sufficiently challenge their students. In short, some reading
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the first part of this article suggest the information
throughthat
print-based home experiences with literacy.
should be taught in a phonics program. If thisChildren
informawith print-based literacy backgrounds may bention is made available to children, then it mayefit
not
matter
from
more time to choose their reading, with teacher

exactly how the instruction occurs.
support to read more and more complex materials.
An effective first-grade reading program, forEffective
exam- reading instruction requires that a teacher
ple, might involve some systematic and directrecognize
instruction
multiple goals for reading instruction, and that

in decoding, with associated practice in decodable
differenttexts
means are required to reach these multiple
(Juel & Roper/Schneider, 1985). These may include
goals. Juggling these goals will always be a challenge.
some contrived texts, if they are artfully and interestingly
We are not sure, however, that the alleged balance we
done. They also might include authentic literature
cho-in some classroom reading programs is based
are seeing

sen for repetition of taught patterns (Trachtenburg,
on a forward-looking examination of what is needed for
1990). Children also need a variety of engaging
butreading
easy instruction; rather, it may be based, at
effective
texts, both for interest and for practice in reading
varileast in apart,
on false allegations popularized by the meety of materials. Some of these texts might be
diapreand accepted by some legislators and administrators
dictable where the context supports word recognition,
at limited success of past reading programs.
describing the

least until the child develops more independentThe
word
balance in some of today's reading programs
recognition strategies (Clay, 1993; Fountas &appears
Pinnell,
to be an attempt to lay phonics instruction on
1996). Predictable texts by themselves, however,
top of amay
literature-based curriculum. This is easy. Good
limit children's word learning (Duffy, McKenna,
Vancil,
reading
instruction, however, is difficult. It involves all
Stratton, & Stahl, 1996), unless the teacher draws
specific
teachers
asking themselves what skills their students

attention to words in those texts (Johnston, 1995).
have, what their goals are, and how reading instruction
Writing, using invented spelling, is useful forcan
developing
be directed toward all of their goals.

word knowledge (Clarke, 1989). As they invent spellings,
children need to integrate their developing REFERENCES
phoneme
awareness with their knowledge of sound-symbol
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